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This book is an introduction to NeWS: the Networked, Extensible, Window System from
Sun Microsystems. It is oriented towards people who have a basic knowledge of
programming and window systems who would like to understand more about window
systems in general and NeWS in particular. A significant portion of the book is devoted
to an overview and history of window systems. While there is enough detail here to
allow readers to write simple NeWS applications, the NeWS Reference Manual
[SUN87a] should be consulted for a more complete treatment. This book was written to
refer to the NeWS 1. 1 product, available from Sun and also available from several nonSun suppliers. Shortly after this book is published, Sun will be releasing the next
version of NeW- the Xll/NeWS merged window system. Chapter 10 is dedicated to an
overview of that product, but Xll/NeWS deserves a book of its own. All the code
examples in this book have been tested on both NeWS and the Xll/NeWS merge.
Should there be another edition of this book, we will discuss some of the new
development being done in the user interface tool kit area on NeWS. Significantly, the
NeWS Development Environment (NDE) is now being developed at Sun; NDE
promises to eclipse existing user interface toolkit designs and window programming
environments.
Geological storage and sequestration of carbon dioxide, in saline aquifers, depleted oil
and gas fields or unminable coal seams, represents one of the most important
processes for reducing humankind’s emissions of greenhouse gases. Geological
storage of carbon dioxide (CO2) reviews the techniques and wider implications of
carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS). Part one provides an overview of the
fundamentals of the geological storage of CO2. Chapters discuss anthropogenic
climate change and the role of CCS, the modelling of storage capacity, injectivity,
migration and trapping of CO2, the monitoring of geological storage of CO2, and the
role of pressure in CCS. Chapters in part two move on to explore the environmental,
social and regulatory aspects of CCS including CO2 leakage from geological storage
facilities, risk assessment of CO2 storage complexes and public engagement in
projects, and the legal framework for CCS. Finally, part three focuses on a variety of
different projects and includes case studies of offshore CO2 storage at Sleipner natural
gas field beneath the North Sea, the CO2CRC Otway Project in Australia, on-shore
CO2 storage at the Ketzin pilot site in Germany, and the K12-B CO2 injection project in
the Netherlands. Geological storage of carbon dioxide (CO2) is a comprehensive
resource for geoscientists and geotechnical engineers and academics and researches
interested in the field. Reviews the techniques and wider implications of carbon dioxide
capture and storage (CCS) An overview of the fundamentals of the geological storage
of CO2 discussing the modelling of storage capacity, injectivity, migration and trapping
of CO2 among other subjects Explores the environmental, social and regulatory
aspects of CCS including CO2 leakage from geological storage facilities, risk
assessment of CO2 storage complexes and the legal framework for CCS
A comprehensive mathematical and computational modeling of CO2 Geosequestration
and Compressed Air Energy StorageEnergy and environment are two interrelated
issues of great concern to modern civilization. As the world population will soon reach
eight billion, the demand for energy will dramatically increase, intensifying the use of
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fossil fuels. Ut
This book explores mathematics in a wide variety of applications, ranging from
problems in electronics, energy and the environment, to mechanics and mechatronics.
The book gathers 81 contributions submitted to the 20th European Conference on
Mathematics for Industry, ECMI 2018, which was held in Budapest, Hungary in June
2018. The application areas include: Applied Physics, Biology and Medicine,
Cybersecurity, Data Science, Economics, Finance and Insurance, Energy, Production
Systems, Social Challenges, and Vehicles and Transportation. In turn, the
mathematical technologies discussed include: Combinatorial Optimization, Cooperative
Games, Delay Differential Equations, Finite Elements, Hamilton-Jacobi Equations,
Impulsive Control, Information Theory and Statistics, Inverse Problems, Machine
Learning, Point Processes, Reaction-Diffusion Equations, Risk Processes, Scheduling
Theory, Semidefinite Programming, Stochastic Approximation, Spatial Processes,
System Identification, and Wavelets. The goal of the European Consortium for
Mathematics in Industry (ECMI) conference series is to promote interaction between
academia and industry, leading to innovations in both fields. These events have
attracted leading experts from business, science and academia, and have promoted the
application of novel mathematical technologies to industry. They have also encouraged
industrial sectors to share challenging problems where mathematicians can provide
fresh insights and perspectives. Lastly, the ECMI conferences are one of the main
forums in which significant advances in industrial mathematics are presented, bringing
together prominent figures from business, science and academia to promote the use of
innovative mathematics in industry.
A revealing portrait of one of the world’s finest, yet most opaque, companies—and the
quiet genius who made it thrive Ken Auletta set out to locate one of the world’s most
prosperous businesses and explain its formula for success. He searched for an
enterprise with a vivid chief executive and found that company in Schlumberger
Limited, a multinational oilfield services firm with skyrocketing profits and a reputation
as one of the best-managed global corporations. Auletta also found his fascinating CEO
in Jean Riboud, a man who had eluded media attention even though he had guided
Schlumberger for 2 decades. In this compelling portrait, Auletta brings the notoriously
low-profile executive to life, detailing his unique style of management and the unusual
corporate culture he nurtured. A self-proclaimed socialist from France, Riboud fought in
the resistance during World War II, was captured by the Nazis, and was held prisoner
at the Buchenwald concentration camp. He joined Schlumberger as an assistant and
quickly rose through the company’s ranks. Although he was admired for his fierce drive
for perfection and eye for long-term planning and expansion, Riboud distanced himself
from his corporate cohorts and instead socialized with a diverse group of artists, writers,
and politicians. Brilliant and paradoxical, Riboud makes for a fascinating subject in
Auletta’s comprehensive and illuminating book.

This volume constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International Conference
on Digital Enterprise and Information Systems, held in London during July 20 22, 2011. The 70 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected. They are organized in topical sections on cryptography and data
protection, embedded systems and software, information technology
management, e-business applications and software, critical computing and
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storage, distributed and parallel applications, digital management products,
image processing, digital enterprises, XML-based languages, digital libraries, and
data mining.
Presents numerical methods for reservoir simulation, with efficient
implementation and examples using widely-used online open-source code, for
researchers, professionals and advanced students. This title is also available as
Open Access on Cambridge Core.
Under the Earth’s surface is a rich array of geological resources, many with
potential use to humankind. However, extracting and harnessing them comes
with enormous uncertainties, high costs, and considerable risks. The valuation of
subsurface resources involves assessing discordant factors to produce a
decision model that is functional and sustainable. This volume provides realworld examples relating to oilfields, geothermal systems, contaminated sites, and
aquifer recharge. Volume highlights include: • A multi-disciplinary treatment of
uncertainty quantification • Case studies with actual data that will appeal to
methodology developers • A Bayesian evidential learning framework that
reduces computation and modeling time Quantifying Uncertainty in Subsurface
Systems is a multidisciplinary volume that brings together five major fields:
information science, decision science, geosciences, data science and computer
science. It will appeal to both students and practitioners, and be a valuable
resource for geoscientists, engineers and applied mathematicians. Read the
Editors’ Vox: https://eos.org/editors-vox/quantifying-uncertainty-about-earthsresources
Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering: From the Past to the Future contains the
contributions presented at EUROCK2016, the 2016 International Symposium of
the International Society for Rock Mechanics (ISRM 2016, Ürgüp, Cappadocia
Region, Turkey, 29-31 August 2016). The contributions cover almost all aspects
of rock mechanics and rock engineering from theories to engineering practices,
emphasizing the future direction of rock engineering technologies. The 204
accepted papers and eight keynote papers, are grouped into several main
sections: - Fundamental rock mechanics - Rock properties and experimental rock
mechanics - Analytical and numerical methods in rock engineering - Stability of
slopes in civil and mining engineering - Design methodologies and analysis Rock dynamics, rock mechanics and rock engineering at historical sites and
monuments - Underground excavations in civil and mining engineering - Coupled
processes in rock mass for underground storage and waste disposal - Rock
mass characterization - Petroleum geomechanics - Carbon dioxide sequestration
- Instrumentation-monitoring in rock engineering and back analysis - Risk
management, and - the 2016 Rocha Medal Lecture and the 2016 Franklin
Lecture Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering: From the Past to the Future will
be of interest to researchers and professionals involved in the various branches
of rock mechanics and rock engineering. EUROCK 2016, organized by the
Turkish National Society for Rock Mechanics, is a continuation of the successful
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series of ISRM symposia in Europe, which began in 1992 in Chester, UK.
The Petrel E&P software platform started 20 years ago when Technoguide, a
Norwegian startup based in Oslo, released the first version of Petrel 1.0 in
December 1998. The Petrel platform has become an industry standard and has
revolutionized the way we work in all domains. Today, the active global
community of users continue to push the boundaries of subsurface
understanding using the Petrel platform. In creating this special anniversary
book, we want to take a moment to reflect on that history and to celebrate the
many achievements we have made together with you—our customers and
partners.
This book presents the proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Integrated
Petroleum Engineering and Geosciences 2016 (ICIPEG 2016), held under the banner of World
Engineering, Science & Technology Congress (ESTCON 2016) at Kuala Lumpur Convention
Centre from August 15 to 17, 2016. It presents peer-reviewed research articles on exploration,
while also exploring a new area: shale research. In this time of low oil prices, it highlights
findings to maintain the exchange of knowledge between researchers, serving as a vital bridgebuilder between engineers, geoscientists, academics, and industry.
The production of carbon dioxide from the oxidation of fossil-carbon over the past 200 years
has resulted in the accumulation of CO2 in the atmosphere. CO2-like other greenhouse gasesslows the rate at which infrared radiation is emitted from the Earth. By increasing the
concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere, humanity is altering the Earth's radiation balance in
potentially dangerous way.Mitigating humanity's impact on Earth's climate system requires
transforming the global energy infrastructure to decrease anthropogenic emissions of CO2.
The body of work presented here covers a range of physical and chemical topics important for
the mitigation of anthropogenic climate change through the capture and storage of carbon
dioxide. This book is focused primarily on addressing CO2 emissions from large stationary
point-sources through CO2 capture and storage. A portion of the work, however, is aimed at
addressing the long tail of the CO2 point-sources distribution by removing CO2 directly from
the atmosphere.The entire CCS supply chain from the thermodynamic limit of the work
required the capture of CO2 from power-plants to the long-term chemical and physical
evolution of carbon dioxide.
Over the past 20 years there has been a major growth in efforts to quantify the geometry and
dimensions of sediment bodies from analogues to provide quantitative input to geological
models. The aim of this volume is to examine the current state of the art, from both an industry
and an academic perspective. Contributions discuss the challenges of extracting relevant data
from different types of sedimentary analogue (outcrop, process models, seismic) and the
application and significance of such information for improving predictions from subsurface
static and dynamic models. Special attention is given to modelling reservoir properties and
gridding issues for predicting subsurface fluid flow. As such, the volume is expected to be of
interest to both the geoscience community concerned with the fundamentals of sedimentary
architecture as well as geological modellers and engineers interested in how these
characteristics are modelled and influence subsurface predictions.
This exclusive compilation written by eminent experts from more than ten countries, outlines
the processes and methods for geologic sequestration in different sinks. It discusses and
highlights the details of individual storage types, including recent advances in the science and
technology of carbon storage. The topic is of immense interest to geoscientists, reservoir
engineers, environmentalists and researchers from the scientific and industrial communities
working on the methodologies for carbon dioxide storage. Increasing concentrations of
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anthropogenic carbon dioxide in the atmosphere are often held responsible for the rising
temperature of the globe. Geologic sequestration prevents atmospheric release of the waste
greenhouse gases by storing them underground for geologically significant periods of time.
The book addresses the need for an understanding of carbon reservoir characteristics and
behavior. Other book volumes on carbon capture, utilization and storage (CCUS) attempt to
cover the entire process of CCUS, but the topic of geologic sequestration is not discussed in
detail. This book focuses on the recent trends and up-to-date information on different storage
rock types, ranging from deep saline aquifers to coal to basaltic formations.
The 29th European Symposium on Computer Aided Process Engineering, contains the papers
presented at the 29th European Symposium of Computer Aided Process Engineering
(ESCAPE) event held in Eindhoven, The Netherlands, from June 16-19, 2019. It is a valuable
resource for chemical engineers, chemical process engineers, researchers in industry and
academia, students, and consultants for chemical industries. Presents findings and
discussions from the 29th European Symposium of Computer Aided Process Engineering
(ESCAPE) event
The return of the congress to North America after 20 years of absence could not have been in
a more ideal location. The beauty of Banff and the many offerings of the Rocky Mountains was
the perfect background for a week of interesting and innovative discussions on the past,
present and future of geostatistics. The congress was well attended with approximately 200
delegates from 19 countries across six continents. There was a broad spectrum of students
and seasoned geostatisticians who shared their knowledge in many areas of study including
mining, petroleum, and environmental applications. You will find 119 papers in this two volume
set. All papers were presented at the congress and have been peer-reviewed. They are
grouped by the different sessions that were held in Banff and are in the order of presentation.
These papers provide a permanent record of different theoretical perspectives from the last
four years. Not all of these ideas will stand the test of time and practice; however, their
originality will endure. The practical applications in these proceedings provide nuggets of
wisdom to those struggling to apply geostatistics in the best possible way. Students and
practitioners will be digging through these papers for many years to come. Oy Leuangthong
Clayton V. Deutsch ACKNOWLEDGMENTS We would like to thank the industry sponsors who
contributed generously to the overall success and quality of the congress: De Beers Canada
Earth Decision Sciences Maptek Chile Ltda. Mira Geoscience Nexen Inc. Petro-Canada Placer
Dome Inc.
29th European Symposium on Computer Aided Chemical EngineeringElsevier
Energy Geotechnics includes 97 technical papers presented at the 1st International
Conference on Energy Geotechnics (ICEGT 2016, Kiel, Germany, 29-31 August 2016). The
contributions provides significant advances and critical challenges facing the areas of
fundamentals, constitutive and numerical modelling, testing techniques and energy
geotechnics applications. Energy Geotechnics contains seven regular sessions and six
minisymposia, with contributions on discrete and continuum based modelling as well as
investigations based on experimental studies at various scales. The papers on discrete and
continuum based modelling examine the behaviour of gas hydrate sediments, cyclic and
Themo-Hydro-Mechanical (T-H-M) modelling of energy piles, non-linear behaviour of energy
geo-storage and geo-structures, deformation of geomaterials, modelling of borehole heat
exchangers and energy walls, analysis of hydraulic fracturing and discontinuities in reservoirs,
engineering problems involving gas hydrates sediments, and modelling of environmental
impact of energy geotechnical processes. The technical papers on experimental investigations
present small and large scale findings on particle effects, particle-particle and fluid-particle
interactions, saturation and thermal effects, water retention, creep behaviour, T-H-M
monitoring of energy geotechnical structures, new techniques in laboratory analysis,
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geomechanical behaviour and cyclic loading of geomaterials. Energy Geotechnics will be of
interest to academic and non-academic parties working in the areas of energy production,
transport and storage as well as in the fields of energy geotechnics and geomechanics,
geotechnical engineering, soil and rock mechanics and geological engineering.
Enhanced Oil Recovery Field Case Studies bridges the gap between theory and practice in a
range of real-world EOR settings. Areas covered include steam and polymer flooding, use of
foam, in situ combustion, microorganisms, "smart water"-based EOR in carbonates and
sandstones, and many more. Oil industry professionals know that the key to a successful
enhanced oil recovery project lies in anticipating the differences between plans and the
realities found in the field. This book aids that effort, providing valuable case studies from more
than 250 EOR pilot and field applications in a variety of oil fields. The case studies cover
practical problems, underlying theoretical and modeling methods, operational parameters,
solutions and sensitivity studies, and performance optimization strategies, benefitting
academicians and oil company practitioners alike. Strikes an ideal balance between theory and
practice Focuses on practical problems, underlying theoretical and modeling methods, and
operational parameters Designed for technical professionals, covering the fundamental as well
as the advanced aspects of EOR
Many leading experts contribute to this follow-up to An Introduction to Reservoir Simulation
using MATLAB/GNU Octave: User Guide for the MATLAB Reservoir Simulation Toolbox
(MRST). It introduces more advanced functionality that has been recently added to the opensource MRST software. It is however a self-contained introduction to a variety of modern
numerical methods for simulating multiphase flow in porous media, with applications to
geothermal energy, chemical enhanced oil recovery (EOR), flow in fractured and
unconventional reservoirs, and in the unsaturated zone. The reader will learn how to
implement new models and algorithms in a robust, efficient manner. A large number of
numerical examples are included, all fully equipped with code and data so that the reader can
reproduce the results and use them as a starting point for their own work. Like the original
textbook, this book will prove invaluable for researchers, professionals and advanced students
using reservoir simulation methods.
This book gives practical advice and ready to use tips on the design and construction of
subsurface reservoir models. The design elements cover rock architecture, petrophysical
property modelling, multi-scale data integration, upscaling and uncertainty analysis. Philip
Ringrose and Mark Bentley share their experience, gained from over a hundred reservoir
modelling studies in 25 countries covering clastic, carbonate and fractured reservoir types, and
for a range of fluid systems – oil, gas and CO2, production and injection, and effects of
different mobility ratios. The intimate relationship between geology and fluid flow is explored
throughout, showing how the impact of fluid type, displacement mechanism and the subtleties
of single- and multi-phase flow combine to influence reservoir model design. The second
edition updates the existing sections and adds sections on the following topics: · A new chapter
on modelling for CO2 storage · A new chapter on modelling workflows · An extended chapter
on fractured reservoir modelling · An extended chapter on multi-scale modelling · An extended
chapter on the quantification of uncertainty · A revised section on the future of modelling based
on recently published papers by the authors The main audience for this book is the community
of applied geoscientists and engineers involved in understanding fluid flow in the subsurface:
whether for the extraction of oil or gas or the injection of CO2 or the subsurface storage of
energy in general. We will always need to understand how fluids move in the subsurface and
we will always require skills to model these quantitatively. The second edition of this reference
book therefore aims to highlight the modelling skills developed for the current energy industry
which will also be required for the energy transition of the future. The book is aimed at
technical-professional practitioners in the energy industry and is also suitable for a range of
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Master’s level courses in reservoir characterisation, modelling and engineering. • Provides
practical advice and guidelines for users of 3D reservoir modelling packages • Gives advice on
reservoir model design for the growing world-wide activity in subsurface reservoir modelling •
Covers rock modelling, property modelling, upscaling, fluid flow and uncertainty handling •
Encompasses clastic, carbonate and fractured reservoirs • Applies to multi-fluid cases and
applications: hydrocarbons and CO2, production and storage; rewritten for use in the Energy
Transition.
This volume collects together the presentations at the Eighth International Conference on
Foundations of Computer-Aided Process Design, FOCAPD-2014, an event that brings together
researchers, educators, and practitioners to identify new challenges and opportunities for
process and product design. The chemical industry is currently entering a new phase of rapid
evolution. The availability of low-cost feedstocks from natural gas is causing renewed
investment in basic chemicals in the OECD, while societal pressures for sustainability and
energy security continue to be key drivers in technology development and product selection.
This dynamic environment creates opportunities to launch new products and processes and to
demonstrate new methodologies for innovation, synthesis and design. FOCAPD-2014 fosters
constructive interaction among thought leaders from academia, industry, and government and
provides a showcase for the latest research in product and process design. Focuses
exclusively on the fundamentals and applications of computer-aided design for the process
industries. Provides a fully archival and indexed record of the FOCAPD14 conference Aligns
the FOCAPD series with the ESCAPE and PSE series
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